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RECENT MEETING

The Broadcasting Committee held its most recent meeting in Ottawa on 7 September 2011.  Our
Chair, Martin Levert  (CBC/Radio-Canada), has resigned due to a recent change in employment.
The Committee expressed its thanks both to Martin and to committee member Michèle Guillet
(CRTC), who retired this past summer.

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

• DTV Transition:  Committee members will continue to review the results of the 31 August 2011
DTV transition in mandatory markets and certain other areas where protected Channel 52-69
transmitters had been operating.  It appears that this first phase of the transition has gone
relatively smoothly.  Approximately 85% of the 172 regular analog transmitters located in the 28
mandatory markets were converted by the end of August.  Some analog transmitters were
granted extensions by the CRTC, while several others simply terminated operations instead of
converting.  At present about 20% of all regular TV transmitters in Canada have converted and
are providing OTA DTV service to something in excess of 80% of Canadian homes.

● Working Groups participation:  The Broadcasting Committee is participating in the RABC
Working Groups on SMSE-012-11 (white spaces) and RSS-220 (UWB).  Members have also
contributed to the paper on revisions to SRSP-312.7 GHz.

● Adjacent Structures:  The technical integrity of licensed radiocom and broadcasting
undertakings can sometimes be compromised if large metallic structures are erected within a
critical distance of radio towers.  There is currently no regulatory mechanism ensuring that
licensees are consulted when potentially problematic structures, other than new radio towers,
are being proposed.  Examples of other offending structures include residential or commercial
buildings, hydro and telephone lines, street lighting poles, water towers and storage tanks. The
Broadcasting Committee would like to determine if there is any interest from other RABC
members in developing an adjacent-structure notification procedure, which might be negotiated
with an organization such as the Federation of Canadian Municipalities.
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